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Love is a misunderstanding between two fools and in an abusive relationship one gets to be an
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Article Body:
Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde a two in one package, that springs to mind every time I hear of another

There are no excuses for the people who inflict pain on another human being. It was a deadly p
You the victim of domestic violence have no corners to turn, at least you know when to expect
How can you ever be happy being on the receiving end of a clenched fist and god forbid should
You still have life for the time being; do not let anyone speed up an early grave for you

Right now there is a fortunate patient being treated for cuts and bruises at the AE unit spinn

Family members and friends are the first to notice all the signs of domestic violence, and sho
Domestic violence can blind the victim into believing that they deserve this sort of punishmen

Fear plays an important why many victims do not take action in getting out of the abusive rela
Approx 1 million women a year suffer in silence at the hands of their abuser but manage to esc
It is known that approx four million American women a year experience an assault from their pa

Most common perpetrator in many domestics in the home is the man. For your own safety listen t

Why put up with the torture of not knowing which identity your partner is going take on for th

Back to the fear factor, you have two options. You can continue to still live in fear and beat

Many of the abused who leave their partners will always be apprehensive and in some unfortunat
Help groups deal with domestic violence on a daily basis and are there to help you in your fig

Love is a misunderstanding between two fools I have heard say, and in an abusive relationship
Check my information page if you feel the time is right to make a stand and get out. http://ww
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